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In string vacua with N = 2 supersymmetry, fields may be organised into
a vector multiplet and a hypermultiplet. The vacuum expectation values
of the scalar fields in the hypermultiplet parametrise a quaternionic Kähler
(QK) manifold whose metric components are essentially the effective cou-
plings associated with the scalar fields. This means that the metric of the
QK manifold must receive quantum corrections in a way such that it contin-
ues fulfilling the QK condition: there is a triple of locally defined complex
structures J1, J2, J3 such that the subbundle of endomorphisms they define
remain preserved under parallel transport (via the Levi Civita connection).
Note than when J1, J2, J3 are individually preserved, the manifold is said
to be hyperkähler (HK). Modifying the metric directly subject to this con-
straint is difficult, so we instead look at the twistor space of the QK manifold.

The twistor space Z of a QK manifold M is the total space of a CP1-
fibration π : Z → M. The projective line CP1 is topologically a sphere,
and it may be identified with the sphere of complex structures given by
Jζ := ζ1J1 + ζ2J2 + ζ3J3 where (ζ1, ζ2, ζ3) ∈ R3 and ζ2

1 + ζ2
2 + ζ2

3 = 1. In
case of HK manifolds, the bundle is trivial and we have Z =M× CP1. For
general QK manifolds, this is no longer the case since the complex structures
rotate into one another via an induced su(2) connection. However, by picking
a local trivialisation U × CP1, where U ⊆ M is an open set, we can pick a
complex structure (Jζ , JCP1) over (x, ζ) ∈ U ×CP1 ⊆ Z, where JCP1 denotes
the standard complex structure on CP1.

Note that if M is of real dimension 4k (this is necessitated by the QK
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condition), then Z is of real dimension 4k + 2. Since it can be equipped
with a natural complex structure, we may say that it has complex dimen-
sion 2k + 1. Because it has an odd complex dimension, it makes sense to
talk about a holomorphic contact structure on Z in terms of a holomorphic
1-form X such that X ∧ dX ∧k = X ∧ ∂X ∧k is a nowhere vanishing holomor-
phic top form. In fact, there is a canonical way to construct X on Z upto
multiplication by a nowhere vanishing function (such scaling doesn’t change
the contact structure since it leaves the kernel unchanged).

To construct the contact form, we first note that parallel transport on
the bundle of the local defined complex structures gives us an su(2)-valued
1-form p := p1 ⊗ L1 + p2 ⊗ L2 + p3 ⊗ L3 on M, where L1, L2, L3 are the
three generators of su(2) and p1, p2, p3 are 1-forms onM (note that J1, J2, J3

define the local frame necessary for this to make sense). Next we intro-
duce a stereographic coordinate t on the CP1 fibre and define the 1-form
Dt = dt + p+ − ip3t + p−t

2 where p± = 1
2
(−p1 ± ip2). We choose a suitable

function Φ that is holomorphic on the CP1 fibre, such that X = −4ieΦDt/t
is holomorphic. This yields a holomorphic contact structure.

When a complex manifold admits a holomorphic contact structure, an
analogue of Darboux’s theorem tells us that there is a special choice of coordi-
nates α, ξΛ, ξ̃Λ such that the contact form may be written as X = dα+ξΛdξ̃Λ,
where we have used the Einstein summation convention. Given these Dar-
boux coordinates in terms of coordinates xµ on M and the stereographic
coordinate t, we may write X in terms of xµ, t, compare the expressions
for Dt, and obtain the su(2)-valued connection form p. Their curvature
s
2
w = dp− 1

2
p ∧ p (note that p ∧ p doesn’t vanish since the su(2) generators

don’t commute), where s is the scalar curvature, yields a triplet of 2-forms
w1, w2, w3 on M. Now, since the generator L3 rotates J1 and J2 into one
another while keeping J3 fixed, the L3 component of the curvature form w
is invariant under the pullback induced by J3. So, we can think of it as the
Kähler form corresponding to J3 and obtain a metric by contraction. Of
course, it doesn’t make a difference which component we pick; we obtain the
same underlying metric on M.

The above prescription tells us that the contact structure on the twistor
space Z contains the same information as a metric on the QK manifold M
and since contactomorphisms between Darboux coordinates on the intersec-
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tion of different coordinate patches encode the contact structure, they also
encode the metric on the base QK manifold. Since the transition functions
between different coordinate patches form the 1-cocycles in the Čech cochain
complex, we may identify the space of metrics onM with the space of these
cocycles quotiented out by holomorphic reparametrisations since they define
the same contact structures. In other words, we identify the space of metrics
onM with H1(Z,O(2)). It takes values in the line bundle O(2) because the
transition function for the contact form X as we switch from one patch on
CP1 is t−2 (t is the transition function of the tautological bundle O(−1)).

We’ll make some rough concluding remarks about the nature of correc-
tions arising from D-brane instanton contributions. These are proportional to
Donaldson–Thomas invariants Ω(a, γ) which may be physically interpreted
as counting the number of BPS states of dyonic charge γ ∈ Γ ∼= Z2 at a
point a in the moduli space. These are known to be discontinuous across
walls of codimension 1 in the moduli space. The point of the Kontsevich–
Soibelman formula is to predict how the BPS count changes across a wall.
Now, since the lattice of charges γ carries a symplectic pairing induced by the
Dirac–Schwinger–Zwanziger quantisation condition, the KS formula arises
from the equality of differently ordered operator products of symplectomor-
phisms across the wall. There is a QK/HK correspondence that associates
to a QK manifold, an HK manifold of the same dimension with a hyperholo-
morphic line bundle. The twistor space of this dual HK manifold carries a
natural symplectic structure in addition to a line bundle derived from the
Darboux coordinate α. The KS symplectomorphisms describe symplecto-
morphisms of the symplectic structure on the dual HK twistor space, and
lifted to complex gauge transformations on the line bundle on the twistor
space, they describe contactomorphisms on the original QK twistor space.
The lifted KS wall-crossing formula may be interpreted as the requirement
that the metric underlying the QK manifold be smooth.
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